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Entod Research Cell UK was founded in 2010, as the UK arm of the Entod
International Group established in 1977. Every founding member is a qualified
pharmacist with a shared interest for the design, development and production

of ocular health and wellness products. 
 

Our expertise and drive for ophthalmics evolved over the years into an interest
in beauty and cosmetics that we could add to our established eye care range.  

 
After researching the latest trends in the global beauty market, we realised that

there was an increased demand for false eyelashes and eyelash extension
treatments. Whilst we understood the desire for longer and fuller lashes, we

were also aware of the dangers such methods pose. So, we sought to create an
alternative, which paved the way for the creation of our rapid growth solution

Lashfactor™. With continued development, we also proudly launched Lashfactor
Brows and Lashfactor Pro.

 
Prior to launching, we spent over three years researching with our team of

pharmaceutical scientists, clinical pharmacists and cosmetic experts, perfecting
the most effective formula.

 
Being a pharmaceutical entity, our primary focus is in the details and data;

leaving no stone unturned when it comes to manufacturing products to
consumers, retailers and wholesalers. 
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Lashfactor is the first eyelash and eyebrow enhancing solution to incorporate
nano-molecular polymer technology, specifically formulated to increase the

volume, length and prominence of eyelashes and eyebrows in just four weeks!*
Lashfactor supports the hairs from the roots, ensuring stronger growth for

longer and thicker hairs, that are less likely to break.
 

We understand that consumers are looking for natural, environmentally-friendly
solutions that feel good on applications. So, we ensured that Lashfactor is unlike

traditional eyelash serums, by removing the typically used and lower quality
ingredients which give that oily and thick feeling. Lashfactor is hypoallergenic,

free from parabens and fragrance-free, making it safer, cleaner and more
advanced than current competitors.

 
Why Nanotech? 

Using nanoparticles allow the product to be absorbed almost 20 times faster
and more effectively than traditional eyelash serums. This means that roots are

being stimulated at a much faster rate. 
 

Unlike thicker conditioners, Lashfactor doesn't build up at the root and is thus
better for consumers who suffer with allergies or meibomian gland issues. This

also means that Lashfactor can be used in addition to false eyelashes or eyelash,
as it won't interfere with the adhesive being used; this ensures that the roots are

less likely to be damaged.
 

Lashfactor lashes in just four simple steps...
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Cleanse Apply Repeat Show Off!



Like our Lashfactor solution, our applicator is unique and specially designed too!
To ensure the safest and most effective results we designed a patented micro-

bristle applicator specifically for eyelashes and eyebrows.
 

Our Lashfactor applicator...
• Is brush-free

• Repels dirt and debris
• Hypoallergenic and hygienic

• Provides a more precise, consistent and stress-free application
• Uses biocompatible material

• Ensures minimal waste for cost-effectiveness
• Is made in the UK with in a specialised laboratory

Why 'brush-free'?
We are the first eyelash & eyebrow enhancing conditioner on the market to

achieve brush-free status and we’re still proud of this. 
Traditional applicators pick up unwanted dirt and debris during application,

which spreads on the skin and then sits inside the solution. This is unhygienic
and can cause infections. 

 
Thanks to the hollow and flexible properties of the applicator, including the

biocompatible material itself, being brush-free completely avoids those nasty
surprises down the road and keeps users happy. This results in minimum

wastage and maximum efficiency. 
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Lashfactor Pro:
Our advanced, triple-strength eyelash and eyebrow conditioner. Designed to
considerably darken and improve thickness and length in just four weeks*.
We recommend Lashfactor Pro for people with particularly damaged
eyelashes or who use false lashes or extensions frequently. This product
comes with the patented applicator and provides one month of usage.

There are two products in the Lashfactor portfolio, along with two combo/gift
sets. All Lashfactor products are vegan, cruelty-free and tested by expert

dermatologists.
 Lashfactor Brows:

Our expert growth conditioner, specifically designed to darken eyebrows
and lashes, as well as improve thickness and volume. This product comes
with the patented applicator and provides one month of usage.
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Lashfactor Brows Duo Pack (2 month supply)

Lashfactor Pro Duo Pack (2 month supply)
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As you now know, at Lashfactor, we do our research. We completed a survey
of over 100 Lashfactor users to find out what they think of our expert

serum...
 

• 84% rated the patented applicator easy to apply 
• 73% rated their lash volume positively 

• 84% rated their lash length positively 

• 80% rated their lash prominence positively 

• 82% had increased confidence in their lashes 

 

Overall, 85% of our respondents were satisfied with their results after just 2
weeks and *96% were satisfied after 4 weeks.

 
In addition to our survey, we also have a 4.3 star review on Trustpilot with the

majority of reviews stating that they were shocked with how great their
results were! 

At Lashfactor we are firm believers that beauty shouldn't cause pain or
damage! We want to get rid of the need for extensions and false lashes... 

We are setting the new standard for beautiful lashes.
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